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Four former UCF baseball players sign contracts- Sports, pg. 15

entral Florida Future
UCF's Society of Automotive
·Engineers places second in
national design competition
by DA VE BAUER
Editor in Chief

After nearly a year of work and testing,
five members of the UCF chapter of the
Society of Automotive Engineers placed
second overall at the Mini-Baja Student Design Competition last month.
With top speeds of just under 30 mph, the
Mini-Baja Student Design Competition isn't
exact~y the Indianapolis 500. But then again,
Indy drivers don't have to drive their cars up
mountains or through snow, mud and three
feet of water.
F9rty-five schools from throughout the
United States and -Canada entered the three
day-competition, which was held in Montreal,
Canada. The UCF team, made up of three
mechanical engineering majors and two design engineering majors, placed sixth in the
endurance race and fifth in best design, but
placed first in the top speed category and
ended up taking second in the overall competition.

Since the contest rules required that each
contestant USf'. the same engine -- an eighthorsepower Briggs & Stratton, the key to
winning the top speed category was to make
the mini-Baja vehicle as lightweight and efficient as possible.
"We used an aluminum chassis, which
had a really good strength-to-weight ratio,"
said David Herzog, a junior majoring in
mechanical engineering,_who was part of
the team. "The chassis was probably our
biggest weight savings. We also.tried to
keep the.design simple.. .it's lightweight and
it works."
During the first two days of the competition, the speed, design and maneuverability of
the entries were tested against the clock. On
the final day of the competition, however, the
45 ~ntries competed against each other on a
grueling racetrack that included an 800-foot
incline and a three-foot deep simulated river.
Because of this, the vehicles had to be
built so that they could float and propel themselves through water.

Photo/courtesy SAE

Rob Schaer, one of the five UCF students who participated in the
competition, sits behind the wheel of the eight horsepower vehicle.

"It wasn'tjust like a puddle," said Randy
Avila, a mechanical engineering major and a
team member. "It was actually quite a few feet
deep. It wasn't touching the bottom at all, it
was floating.''
UCF got off to a quick start in the enduranc(! race and was hol~ing a second-place
position when a mounting bracket broke,
knocking the team's car back to sixth place.
Unfortunately, the bracket broke while the

vehicle was climbing up a mountain. The pit
crew had to run up the mountain with a box of
tools to fix the vehicle.
.
Despite.finishing the overall competition
behind Virginia Tech, Avila said he was very.
satisfied with the outcome of the race ..
''We placed forth last year, so, in theory,
we thought anything above forth would be

see BAJA, page 3

Film student gets noticed bY HollYwoOd · OPinion mixed at UCF aboUt
cesses as Reservoir Dogs anp · Festival. Riviera's film Triptych
True Romance, the chance of a was shown as a part of the
break is motivation enough to con- festival's student works program.
Triptych received praise at
To a struggling cashier at a tinue making quality films. For
video store, a break turns into sud- UCF film major Peter Riviera, ·the festival for its cinematograden stardom. In the eyes of that same break might have just phy and editing. Although Riviera
Quentin Tarantino, an ex-clerk and come this past weekend, courtesy didn't win the award for best studirector of such independent sue- of the 3rd annual Florida Film dent film, he did-receive an honorable mention for his work.
More importantly, he won the
respect of the well-known Hollywood producer Carl Craig. Craig,
who has produced movies such as
Hollywood Shuffle, I'm Gonna Get
Y<'U Sucka and, most recently,
House Party 3, said he was immediately impressed by Riviera's
film.
Mary Johnson, a communications professor at UCF, was also at
the festival and was impressed by
Riviera's work. "He [Craig] requested to see Peter after the festival
toproducefurtherprojects," Johnson
said. "Nothing but the best will come
from (Riviera's work)."
So what does Riviera think of
his recent success?
"I'm shocked, but its good to get
the recognition," he said:
Riviera will graduate from UCF
in August and said his first move
after going to Los Angeles will be to
get an agent. In addition to Riviera's
many admirers, his film will be
Solares/Future
shown as a part of an upcoming PBS
UCF flimmaker Peter Riviera relaxes at the festival's
special, which will expose his work
closing cerimonies, held at Universal Studios.
to a national audience.
by DEREK KRAUSE

Staff Writer

proposed ban on in-line skates
Unlike roller skates, in-line
skates
feature .four wheels in a
Editor in Chief
single row. Skaters can reach
As soon as the sun goes down speeds of 20 m.p.h.-or more. Beat UCF, outcome theRollerbladers. cause of this, Orlando officials said
Fortunately for them, UCF isn't a they feared skaters might hit people
city park, and so it isn't one of the walking in parks.
In 1988, skateboarding was
85 places where the activity may
banned in all Orlando parks. The
be banned in the near future.
_ But UCF students and other City Council banned it after comOrlando residents who prefer to in- plaints from residents and merline skate in one of the city's nu- chants. But banning in-line skatmerous parks may soon have to ing will not be as easy, many people
find another place to go.
say. ·
"In-line skating is such a famTwo weeks ago, the Orlando
ily
sport
now," said Todd Taylor,
City Council announced that it was
considering banning all in-line co-owner of University Surf and
skating from its 85 parks. How- Sport, a local sport shop that sells
ever, last Monday, Mayor Qlenda in-line skates. "You have to realize
Hood said the council would delay the age of these people. There's a
its vote on the issue and try to rea~h ·lot of kids, given, but a lot of these
people (in-line skaters) are tax- ·
a compromise.
"I don't see any problem with payers. A lot of the kids skateskating in parks, unless people in boarding weren't taxpayers, and
the parks start getting hit by didn't have much of a say."
Even if a ban on in-line skatRollerbladers," said Mike Burton,
a graduate business student and in- ing passes, not all skaters at
line skater. "Butireallydon'tthink UCF will be upset.
"It might be a good idea [to
that's going-to happen."
A few cities, such as Chicago ban skating in parks], because
and Camarillo, Calif., have banned it's hard to stop suddenly," said
in-line skating in some public Stacey Shirley, a junior majorplaces, including parks. No city ing in biology. "It's easy to run
has an outright ban on in-line skat- into people if you don't know
what vour doing.''
ing at all parks, though.
by DAVE BAUER
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Meals on Wheels
Meals on Wheels needs summer
volunteer drivers to deliver nutritious meals to local residents. The
volunteers are needed to fill the
void left when regular volunteer
drivers go on vacation or head
north for he summer. For further
information contact Chris Boyko
at 422-4861.

Campus theater
Move over, Mrs. Ma_rkam, a comedy by Ray Cooney and John
Chapman, will run from June 16
to 26 at Theatre UCF. Details:
823-1500.

Art gallery
East Campus Galleries at Valencia
Community College will host
"Small Works," the 20th annual
juried art competition. The opening reception with awards presentation will be on June 19 from 2 to
4 p.m. Details: 299-5000.

competition for a new logo in
honor of Florida's 150th Anniversary of Statehood and the 1995
Florida State Fair. The winner will
receive $750, whjle an equal
amount will be donated to the
winner's school. Entries are open
only to high school students. Deadline: Aug. 15. Details: 621-7821.

Music course
The UCF Department of Music
will offer a two-week course,
"Digital Synthesis," which covers the integration of synthesizers
and computers as well as Music
Instrument Digital Interface Sequencing from July 18 through 29
from 8:30 a.m. until 4:30 p.m.
Details: 823-2864.

children and adults. Classes are
located at a number of sites
throughout Central Florida, and
will be offered throughout June.
Fee: $15 for Hearsave class, $20
for Babysaver class. Details: 6794CPR (4277).

Course and Piano Festival from
June 21 to 25. Lectures will be
held at the Canterbury Center near
Oviedo. Evening performances
will be held in the UCF Visual
Arts Auditorium. Costs: $150 for
entire event, $5 for evening recitals. Details: 823-2869.

Business workshop
The small Business Development
Center in the UCFCollegeofBusiness Administration will be offering The Impact ofEDI in Government Procurement, a workshop
held at the UCF Main Campus
June 20 and at the Brevard Campus June 21, from 9 a.m. to noon
both days. Cost: free. Details: 8235554.

Environmental award
Keep Florida Beautiful, Inc. is accepting nominations for its 1994
Environmental Public Service
Awards. Applicants are asked to
submit a 500-word summary with
supporting materials by July 29.
Details: (904) 385-1528.

Law workshop

The Law School Advantage will
hold a workshop designed to preThe UCF Music Department will . pare students for their first year of
host the American Matthay Asso- ·.law school, from August l through
ciation 36th Annual Workshop 4 at the Holiday Inn in the Tampa

Workshop and festival

Life-saving classes
PR for Citizens will offer classes
in basic life support for infants,

•

International Airport. Contact 1800-LAW-SCOL.

•

Wekiva Riverfest
WMMO is accepting applications
from non-profit environmental
groups wishing to participate in
the fourth annual WMMO Weki va
Riverfest until July 8. The event
will be held on the festival grounds
near Wekiva Marina on October
15 from 10 a.m. until 5 p.m. Details: 422-9890.

•
•
•

•

Trash clean-up
The Keep Orlando Beautiful Community Service Workday, a volunteerprogram sponsored by Keep
Florida Beautiful, Inc., will be on
June 25 at 8:30 a.m. Details: 2462752.

•

•
•

Internet seminar
The UCF Library will present "An
Internet Overview" for UCF faculty and staff on the following
days: June 16 at 10 a.m., June 21
at 2 p.m., July 12 at 2 p.m. and
July 13 at 10 a.m. An additional
session on July 14 at 2 p.m. will
focus on government and public
policy information on Internet. All
sessions are two hours long.

•

•

•

.\

Art contest
The Florida State Fair is having a

•
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Student Bargains

•

•,
Sleeper & Chair Sets ...................from $199.99
5-Pc. Dinette Sets ...... ~ ................ from $ 99.99
3-Pc. Occational Tables.: .......... .from $ 59.99
Full Bed Sets ........................... ,.. Jrom $ 59.99
Hurry in to Cort nnc.J save 30-70% on pre-leased. brand name
f urniturc. We sell for less, so you can't afford Lo miss these savings.

1920 Semoran Boulevard [ v.tsA· j
Store Hour.;: ~~on-Fri 9 a .111.- 6 p.m.~
S.tt. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
l.~J

CORT~
·. FURNITURE RENTAL
"CLEARANCE CENTER

That doesn t n1ean you can't get insurance fron1 a
good, solid, reliable company. We have coverage just for
you, priced right! UO~ l'~e
OQQd
1

Call me for details. R 'Ul

1

m' b

Michael A. La Pella, LUTC
1340 Tuskawilla Road Ste 9
On the corrter of Red Bug & Tuskawilla
Winter Springs, Fl. 32708
Bus.: 407-695-1600

hands
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Can't pick up WUCF in Cocca? Just

BEEPER
$ 6. 99

wait a few weeks and try again
by ALYCIA SEVERSON
Staff writer

•

•

•

Although the new antenna has
been installed, WUCF is not yet
able to operate at full power.
"It is a sii:nple matter of getting
the FCC' s final approval before we
can increase our power to the full
40 kilowatts," said Dr. Jose
Manuez-Cuadra, WUCF general
manager.
During the two weeks it took to
get the antenna installed, the station
was off air and Manuez feared it
would cause the station to lose some
of its audience. "Now it is a matter
of getting them [the listeners] in
tune with the changes in programming," Manuez replied.
WUCF went back on air June 6

•

•
I

•
•

>

I

On June 3, Marty Wanielista
became the permanent dean of
UCF' s College of Engineering.
Wanielista has served as the
college's interim dean for the past
11 months and was one of approximately 100 candidates originally
considered for the position.
Wanieli;ta said his main concerns as dean are to graduate engineering students who can obtain
productive employment as well as
develop a well compensated and
highly regarded faculty. "The key
to achieving both of these goals is
to develop a strong relationship
with the community," Wanielista
said.
As a professor of engineering
at UCF for the past 25 years,
Wanielista has directed several
programs within the college and
has developed strong ties within
the community. His broad support
from both of these groups gave
him the advantage over other candidates applying for the position.
The previous dean of the College of Engineering, Provost Gary
Whitehouse, said he was pleased
with the decision to make
Wanielista the new dean.
"Wanielista supports a balanced
program of academics and research," Whitehouse said. "I'm
sure the college will continue to
thrive under his guidance."
Wanielista plans to _improve
the 29 degree programs the college offers now and integrate several more degree programs into it

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
L

over the next 10 years.
He has already established
several new programs which are
designed to strengthen ties between the college and the community. Understanding and Interest (U&I), is one program designed to encourage communication between local engineering
industries and the College of Engineering. The U&I advisory
council is currently involved with .
over 30 Central Florida industries who work with local and
state governments to encourage
the development of more engineering programs within the public school system. This kind of
communication allows the college to respond more adequately
to the educational needs of engineering students, as well as respond to the engineering needs of
the community.
Wanielista is also concerned
about the relationship between
engineering industries and their
environmental impact. He is in
the process of es~abli_shing another program, Sustainable Economic and Environmental Develop (SEED), which assists engineering companies as they
manufacture environmentally
safe materials.
Faculty members within the
college are also pleased with the
selection of Wanielista. "Everyone seems enthusiastic about the
changes taking place and are looking forward to Wanielista's leadership in the future," said Fred
Gunnerson, dean of the College
of Engineering's Graduate and
Undergraduate Office.

Need a date tonight?
Meet someone today.
1-900~680-6717

ext 722

$2.00 per minute, touch tone required. Avalon Communicatiions,

------------------(305) 525-oaoo

(per month)

Direct Page
6584 University Blvd.
Orlando, Fl

677-1500

Custom PC Systems • Upgrades • Parts • Repairs
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--.....,

DELUXE· SYSTEMS

CUSTOMIZATIONS

------------- -----

Extra 4 Meg RAM
-Extra 12 Meg RAM
VLB IDE with 1/0
VLB Video 1 Meg
425 MB Hard Drive
341 MB Hard Drive
540 MB Hard Drive
387DX40 Math Co.
250 MB Tape Drive

1499
1469
1359
1339
1199
1169

486DX2-66/128K VLB
486DX·50/128K VLB
486DX-40/128K VLB
486DX·33/128K VLB
486SX·25/128K VLB
486DLC·40/128K ISA

Add 176
Add 540
Add 15
Add 20
Add 80
Add 50
Add 190
Add 49
Add 164

Microsoft Mouse.
Paradise Accel 24
Paradise Value
17" CTX 1760DF
15" CTX1561LR
14.4 Fax Modem
24196 Fax Modem
250 VA UPS
Surge Arrest wrr el

Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add

25
130
30
430
100
109
42
109
35

Systems Include: Motherboard w/CPU, 4MB RAM, 251 MB Hard DrP.te, 1.2 MB and 1.44 MB Floppy
Drives, IDE 2H/2F/2S/1P/1G Controller, 1 MB Video Card, 14" SVGA .28 NI Monttor, 101 Keyboard,
Case w'250 Watt Power Supply, DOS 6.2, Windows 3.1, 3-Button Mouse

r---.-..--------------,

)

testing period with the FCC to insure that the strength of the new
signal will not interfere with existing radio signals. Every station
must go through this process and.
WUCF hopes to begin operating at
full power, reaching cities as distant
as Lake Mary and Longwood, by
the end of this month .

Wanielista takes over as
new engineering dean
by ALYCIA SEVERSON
Staff writer

t

at 3 p.m. with the alternative music
program, WUCF in the Afternoon ,
at its new time slot. This program
has been very popular in the past
because it airs alternative music that
does not ordinarily get played on
commercial radio stations.
Other musical programs at
WUCF, which cater to a diverse
group oflisteners, include Brazilian
Hour (2-3 p.m. on Wednesday),
]au.After Hours (6-7 p.m. weekdays) and Afropop Worldwide (23p.m. on Tuesday).
"We are pleased with the favorable reactions we have received
from our listeners," said Iris
Martinez, Public Relations Manager
at WUCF. "Our goal is to project a
positive image of thy University
into the entire community."
The station must go through a

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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~ FANTASTIC NEW PRICES ON MULTIMEDIA PRODUCTS ~
NEC 510 3X CD ROM
419 Pro Audio Spectrum 16
129 Souoo Gsl~ NX Pro 99
Panasonic CDR :,62 CD ROM 169 ·Sound Blaster 16 Basic
109 80 Watt Speakers
69
Mltsumi CD ROM
109 Sound Blaster Pro Deluxe 99 LABTEC PC Speakers 19
Choose from our selection of CD titles Great Prices

7359 Lake Underhill Road
(At the corner of Lake Underhill and
Goldenrod at the EW Expressway Exit)

.

.

Mon-Sat lOam - 6pm

Phone: (407) 382-9031
Fax: (407) 658-9615

VISA, MASfERCARD & DISCOVER ACCEPTED

J<aplan and get
ah IgHer score.•.
take

Class Starts July 27, 1994

Class Starts August 20, 1994

GRE
.Class Starts July 30, 1994

Class Starts June 29, 1994

More students take Kaplan's courses every
year than any other test prep company's.
Call us today to find out why.

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN

The Answer to the test question
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Students get naked and eat fruit in California
College Press Service

"X-Hibition" was the brainchild of Rokoi Belie, an art studio
senior frustrated by society's attitude toward nudity. Belie ap"'
proached a group of friends with
the idea of spending an evening
completely naked- stripping
themselves of the layers of superficial m·asks people wear to conduct human relationships, he said.
"If you're unable to be completely comfortable with your
body, then you cannot be comfortable with your mind," Belie
said. " You create an artificial
front that most of your persona

SANTA BARBARA, Calif.- The bare essentials of human nature was the topic of conversation for a gathering of UCSanta Barbara students wlio recently disrobed to eat strawberries and drink wine.
About 150 people shed their
inhibitions and their clothes in
· early April in an attempt to relate
to one another on a different level,
unhindered by the barriers they
believe clothing constructs and
nudity confronts.

grows from."
Belie, ~hose intention was
to explore how society affects relationships and individuals perception of self, said that relating
without hiding behind clothes is
the only way to truly cqnfront the
issues.
"Touching and body contact doesn't happen in Western
society. We have this barrier
arou·nd us," he said. "That barrier
is dropped in the relationships here
this evening. That can't be done in
any other way."
A calm atmosphere, heavily

r---------~---------,
Need some extra income?

lubricated by wine, created a situation where participants · spoke
naturally and were at ease.
"Once you get your clothes
off, you realize it's not such a big
deal- bodies are bodies," said
Gwen Vilches, an anthropology
major who just graduated.
"Clothes are more eroticized in
our society."
Stereotypes and objectification make it especially difficult
for: a woman to feel comfortable
naked, she said.
"Woman's bodies are objectified a11d so they worry about

their shape. Men just worry about
the size of their penises," she said.
Some people took more time
than others, but as the festivities
progressed and more wine was
_consumed, they undressed as well.
"It's not as weird as you think,"
said Lexi Coffee, a junior. '1t makes
you look at things in a different way.
When else are you going to be able to
do this?"
The participants agreed the
evening was an unqualified success.
''I have a different kind of bond with
these people now thatl wiII never have
with anyone else," Belie <:.aid.

ARBOUR VILlAGE APARTMENTS
11600 MacKay Blvd., Orlando, Fl 32826 • 282-7333

The Central Florida Future is
looking to fill two advertising
representative positions. No
experience necessary, and
flexible hours are offered. Make
valuable contacts in the Orlando
business community and gain
marketing experience, while
making good money. For an .
interview, contact Jason Meder
L - -- - - _

. STUDENT MOVE IN SPECIALs
1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT HOMES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

/

..

Private Clubhouse
• Breakfast bars
25 acres of wooded atmosphere
2 pools & sauna
Complete fitness center • Generous closet space
Sand volleyball court
• Window coverings
Lighted tennis court
• Fully-equipped kitchens
Lighted basketball court • Minutes from UCF
2 laundry facilities
• Laser bus right to school
• 24-hour emergency maintenance .

Directions: From Uri.'iversity Blvd.,
turn right on Alaf~ya Trail. .on the
·right. .O r from Hw)r. 50 (east), turn
-left on ·Alafaya Trail, on the left.

OFFICE HOURS·:
M-F 9-6; SAT. 10-4;
SUN.12-5
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May, June, July'1994
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SUNDAY

TIME

I

MONDAY

4:00 AM

TUESDAY

..

WEDNESDAY

'

SATURDAY

Music through the Night

.

Record SheH

7:00 AM

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

WUCF Morning .

r

TIME
4:00AM

WUCFJazz

7:00 AM

•

Morning
On Books

7:55 AM

Clubdel Sol

8:00 AM

I

8:15 AM

Sport and Society

Quirks and

Letter from America

Audiophile

Oua11<.s

America & 1he World

Audition

Hispanic Show

9:00 AM

Cleveland City

Tech

Club Forum

Nation

7:55 AM
8:00AM

'

8:15 AM

BBC Newshour

9:00AM

10:00 AM

Performance

11:00 AM

Today

11:00 AM

BBC Outlook

12:00 PM

12:00 PM

Music a

12:30 PM

the Emerald Isle

1:00·PM

The Indian Show ·

Jazz on the &ach

NPR Playhousa

New Letters on the Air

Rebert/James Exchange

So~nt

Wade in

The halian

1:30 PM

Crossroads

the Water

Show

Hour

WUCF Spotlight

Chicago Lyric

1:30 PM

2:00 PM

E-Town

Afropq:> Worldwide

-Brazilian Hour

Sandy Bradley's Potluck

Rhythm Revue

Opera

2:00 PM

The Bluegrass Show

3:00 PM

Software/Hardtalk

American Reader

10:00 AM

3:00 PM

Afternoon

Blues Before

5:00 .PM

7:00 PM

Sport and Society

On Books

5:51 PM
6:00 PM

I

Folk Sampler

I

The Blues Show

2:00AM

(after the opera)

5:51 PM

•

•

6:00 PM

Prime Time Jazz

Blues on

7:00 PM

Saturday

8:00 PM
9:00 PM

Jazz from Uncoln C.enter

11:00 PM
12:00 AM

. 5:00 PM

Reggae Reflections

10:00 PM

4:00 PM

Sunrise

Jazz After Hours

8:00 PM
9:00 PM

1:00 PM

WUCFinthe

4:00 PM

•

12:30 PM

Dialogue

· TheJewish

•

Four Queens Jazz

I

Jazz Classics

I

Jazz.set

McPartland's Piano Jazz

Bluesstage

Living in

Knight Rock

Knight Rock ·

the 80s

Knight Rock
\

'

4:00 AM

10:00 PM
11:00 PM
12:00 AM
2:00 AM
4:00 AM

• "EARTH AND SKY" airs Monday through Friday at 12:00, 5:40 and 8:55 pm.

•

- NPR NEWSBREAKS are prowded Monday through Friday at
7:01, 8:01, 10:01 & 11:01 am, and at 12:01, 1:01 & 3:01pm.

..

•
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Homeless teens the
true victims of the
new Ortando curfew
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

A couple of weeks ago, The City of Orlando passed
a law stating people under the age of 18 weren't
allowed on the streets of downtown after midnight.
Why? Because the older people of Orlando are frightened. They're frightened of what they can't control and that is how other adults raise their kids.
It's easy to say these kids shouldn't be on the
streets. Many adults argue that they weren't allowed out
after midnight when they were kids. Well, folks, times
have changed.
In a recent letter to the editor printed in The Orlando
Sentinel, a woman stated how she never let her children
stay out after midnight until after they had graduated
from high school. She went on to say that, " ... teens had
no place on the streets after midnight, and the parents
should be held responsible."
Okay, maybe she has a point. Parents should be held
accountable for their kids. After all, that's the job they
took on when they had a child. But wake up, ma'am!
There isn't a damn thing you can do about it. There are
always going to be bad parents, or parents that naively
trust their kids. Chase these kids off the streets of
Orlando, and they go somewhere else. No one is solving
the problem, they're just relocating it, and passing it
onto to some other community to deal with.
Pass the buck! Government is so consistent.
It's easy for this woman to herald herself as the right
and proper parent, but she's missing the real picture.
Many of the teens downtown are homeless. They're
victims of the really bad parents out there - ones who
never should have had kids in the first place. So now
what? Is it fair to punish these kids who have been
punished enough already? It's sad enough that Orlando
has so many homeless teens, but it's absolutely appalling to ignore the real problem here - homel~ss teens.
This problem was brought up at the pointless, and
purely for show town mee~ings. The solution was to
offer shelter for the night in churches. Prob.tern solved?
He11 no. Come sunrise, they're all back on the street and
the true tragedy continues to elude the Orlando elites
who think they are bettering the city.
They're not bettering a damn thing. Instead, they're.
clearing the streets for cold, uncaring, middle-aged
Orlandoans that don't want to be reminded of the harsh
reality that this isn't a perfect society, and the City
Beautiful isn't so beautiful and Disney-perfect as it
would like to be.
Time to break out of the bubble, people. The safety
of your preppie jazz c1ub, or your trendy Irish pub is a
fleeting one. Come 2 a.m., the real world lurks outside
that class door, and that buzz won't obscure the ugly
truth for long.
Skirting the problem of homeless teens downtown
isn't going to get rid of them or their problems. Should
these teens, that have enough problems of their own,
have to suffer more because adults are afraid of a bunch
of kids that have nothing better to do than hang around
downtown. It's these kids that can just get in their cars
and go find something else to loiter; the homeless kids
can't.
Instead, they have to save up some change and
catch a bus to some new place where maybe they won't
be hassled.
Anyone notice some new faces hanging out
around UC7 lately? Dirty faces. Tired faces. Tired-oflife faces. No ... you probably didn't. Quick! Run for the
glass door, there's Guiness on tap, the blinders are on
the walls, and the bubble is- forming nicely.
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Generation Xvs. the Baby Boomer mindset
Friends, we've gathered here today at the Temple
of Virulence to bid farewell to the tales of boredom
and accelerated culture. We've heard enough about
our "X" generation, enervation and Eddie Vedder who cares about that self-conscious, mumbling fool
anyway?
We've gathered here to witness the media atone
for their sins and watch as they debunk their latest
fad. It's high time they came to their collective
senses. There has been a flood of_ repentance re. cently and we are willing to bring the opinion makers back into the fold.
I cast you out Douglas Coupland, and your fleeting "McGibberish'~ along with you.
You, MTV, and your corporate marketing monolith with your stranglehold on hipness, I condemn
you to playing only Ace of Bass and Abba videos.
And you, Ben Stiller and Douglas Rushkoff Bite This!
The only thing that makes me happier than the
media, s remorse is that so many of you couldn't care
less about this Generation X pestilence encroaching
on our consciousness today. Recently, the heathen
propaganda-machine has turned-on itself. Newsweek
seeks penance, claiming that the stereotypes are
"mostly unfair and untrue." And the Detroit Free
Press has confessed that Generation X "doesn't
exist." We have absolved them - conditionally.
We don't want to hear about that sacrilegious
"slackerism" anymore. Many of you have testified
- and we have counted - that over 1.5 million of
you are employed as teachers and professors. Tell
those self-righteous boomers to chew on that.
The boomer in~ellects have to be brought into the
fold. That must be our first battle against the heathen. They branded us .as cynical whiners and
crybabies. They told us authoritatively that our heroes were Kurt Cobain, Coupland, and Vedder.
Did they forget their battle cry? "Hope I die
before I get old." What in creation were Jim Morrison,
thirtysomething and the Who all about? Talk about
whining weenies!
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Boomers feel morally superior because they came
of age during Woodstock .and the Vietnam war protests. But the counterculture was merely the boisterous fringe that eclipsed Nixon's "silent majority."
Does anyone remember McGovern's landslide victory inJ 972? Of course not, boomers were too busy
"turning on, tuning in and dropping out."
How do boomers like being painted in broad
strokes?
We are willing to forgive our elders, for we have
heathens amongst us who have co~opted the prefabethos of Generation X. Stiller, you will atone for
your boring thirty-something-ization of our diverse
generation; "Reality Bites" bit the big one anyway.
Coupland, your pulp fiction - "Generation X"
- won't stand the test of time.
And Rushkoff, your "Gen X Reader" - which is
actually an interesting compendium - might turn
out to be a sociological curiosity akin to Tom Wolfe's
"The Electric Acid Kool-Aid Test." But you and all
the contemporary heathens will have to make amends
for your sins .
·
And finally friends, I have my own confession to
make. I have sinned against you. I have become
obsolete and joined the thirty-something world and to think that only a few months ago I was still a
vital 29-year-old member of our comrp.unity. I am no
longer an "X," but a mendacious boomer. Or do you
think there is still hope?
Does the age-bracket accommodate those of us
going over to the other side , or are we condemned to
a brave new "Logan ' s Run" type of world? I wish I
would have died before I got old . I absolve you
twenty-somethings.
Has anyone seen Jimmy Swaggart?
Don Bates
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Watch out, you are going to lose your butt
United States no
longer leads the
space race
I've got an opinion on the recent attempt to cancel the
space station from NASA's budget. If you thought it was
over, guess again. The construction of the space station
won't be safe from budget cuts until it is orbiting the earth
in one piece. It can be canceled at any stage, by any
congressman that introduces a bil1 to free up money for his
own pet project. Keep in mind that the Superconducting
Super Collider was canceled after excavation of the main
ring had already begun!
As UCF students, we should be particularly interested in
this issue since our university was founded with the intention of serving the needs of the U.S. space program. The
Pegasus emblem, with the motto "R~ach for the Stars," was
chosen to represent this particular purpose, ~nd UCF was
almost named "Space University."
This attempt is just another clear example of the impatience and lack of vision of the federal government. If there
are no immediate and tangible benefits from a program,
congressmen lose interest and begin to favor other programs
that wilf get them elected next year. They want to fund more
and more entitlement programs to buy the votes of their
constituents. They don't have enough foresight to see that
they must invest in projects that will maintain America's
technological leadership 20 years down the road.Neither do
they have the hindsight necessary to see the benefits that
were reaped from the Apollo moon shots. They are blind to
the harm t~at will be done to America if this project is not
supported. Currently, the space station is the sole remaining
purpose for the shuttle fleet, and therefore, America's
manned space exploration. Eventually, humanity is going to
have to leave our precious earth, and if America has no
manned space program, we will be left behind.
Since leadership from the federal government is lagging, I say its time for American business to take over. The
pioneering spirit and rugged individualism that makes this
country great would be the perfect _catalyst for leading
humanity to the stars. No country has more experience in
settling new worlds, and making a fortune doing it. I'm sure
some people would be willing to pay for a way off this planet
for the same reasons people left Europe to come to America.
The excitement and challenge of colonizing Mars, looking
for gold on the moon or just Ii ving on the edge will lure many
adventurers. Some m_ay be fleeing persecution or just looking for a little privacy. I'm sure a killing could be made by
manufacturers of moon tents and Mars cars.Just think of the
new kinds of low-gravity sports that people would pay to
see. Disney could open up a theme park on the dark side of
the moon - just imagine what the ejectric parade would
look like. Whoever invented thtYtransporter or artificial
gravity would be a millionairt' The list is endless.
It is clear that America's space exploration will eventually have to be taken over by business, but until there is ~
private infrastructure in place to pick up the slack, the
federal government should not abandon projects like the
space station that are vital to the national interest. Otherwise, countries like China or France will take over and we
will be buying our access to space from them. We should be
developing the technology to do it ourselves and then deal
with them from a position of strength.

If you have a lot of money, skip the rest of this article. If
you' re like most students, struggling to get by, .listen up and
I will try to save you a couple hundred dollars.
Most of us don't pay any attention to laws or bills unless
they affect us directly. One bill that passed this summer does
affect us. Our legislature passed a bill that gives the local
campuses power to control the tuition level at that campus.
Ten years ago this option was given to the local campuses
for just the health, activity, and athletic fees. The result was
a large increase in tuition, mainly from the increase in the
athletic fee which helped eliminate the million dollar deficit
that football had incurred.
Now that the ability to set tuition is available for all
tuition fees you can bet that someone is planning to stick it
to you. Of course, the new law also gives the committee the
power to lower tuition. If you think that's going to happen,
I have some land I'd like to sell you - cheap.
Here's. how the local campus tuition option is used.
Naturally, there is a committee formed . The university
president picks three or so people who are on his payroll would it be to cruel to say "cronies?" The Student Government president gets to pick three or so students. Then, under
this new law, they are to pick a mutually acceptable chairperson. In practice, this also is usually someone on the
university payroll. If the student president fights this, the
university president can dip into his book of bad things to
get the student president to comply. When the head of a
bureaucracy is trying to get his hands on a few extra million
a year - that would have stayed in your pocket - things
can get pretty ugly. A lot of times, the student president goes
along willingly to get something he wants, be that a special
project to makehimselflook good or a favor from university
president when he graduates. In the best of all possible

worlds, the university president would only ask for a tuition
increase when it directly benefited the majority of the
students, and the student body president would fight like
hell any time it didn't. Somewhere over the rainbow ...
Does that mean you have to just bend over and take it like
sheep? Hell, no! If you want to save yourself a few hundred
dollars a year, the time to fight is now, not after the increase
shows up on your fee invoice. What can you do? Lots. Ask
for your student senate to pass a bill requiring a referendum
approving or disapproving any tuition increases. It would be
non-binding but it would force the justification of any
increase. Even with the local option, the increase still has to
be approved by the Board of Regents. Given his past,
President Hitt may want to avoid being too autocratic with
the students.
Be sure to let Darrin Slack know how you would feel
about losing your money in a tuition increase. If he hears
from more than ten of you, it will be the most input SG gets
outside of budget and election time.
Last, but not least, a small riot can do a university a lot
of good. Well, maybe not a riot, but thirty people holding a
protest rally with signs and shouting can definitely create a
media event strong enough to put a damper on any tuition
increase.
Just remember to fight early and fight hard, or you will
lose your ass-sets.

Orlando prepares for a soccer invasion
I would never have thought that the dome of Orlando's
City Hall could be so symbo!ic to me. A large semi-circle of
a soccer ball sits atop the headquarters of our city's political
brain trust like a flag of domination over a conquered land. The
Irish troops have already landed; soon the Moroccans, Mexicans, and Belgians will invade, too. Those crazy Vikings from
the Netherlands are going to be using UCF's facilities, resources and manpower like Hitl~r used France in WWII.
To be honest with you, I don't think we need to worry
about this first wave of troops. They're showing up in the
sports pages and on the nightly news, but they just came here
to play games. The second battalion of troops is what we need
to fear. This second wave is coming soon, and I_warn you now
- be afraid. Be very afraid.
We've been told that the money they'll bring will make
our city richer and more popular than ever before. Orlando will
be known throughout the world as something besides the
home of Disney World! All we have to do is be gracious hosts
- simply be kind to these foreigners who have a tendency to
riot and stay out all night drinking on the streets. Nobody move
and nobody gets hurt.
Don'tget me wrong. The city hasitall planned }Vhere we'll
be the most gracious hosts possible. They got their curfew
passed, so that smart-ass teenagers won't be picking on the
drunksoccerfansaftermidnight. They'vetoldthecopstolook
the other way when it comes to soccer fans having opencontainers of alcohol on the streets of downtown Orlando.
Orlando'sMayorGlendaHoodandhermerrybandoffollowers'inside the conquered City Hall, think they can weather the
storm; they obviously don't realize just how hard it's going to
rain.·
What's Orlando's press release going to say when all the
bar fights start breaking out at 2 a.m. because the soccer fans
can't be served anymore? What kind of hoopla is going to
made when underage people aren't able to drink? Will the

soccer fans who are under 18 be forced to get back to their hotel
rooms after midnight? Try explaining that to someone who
doesn't speak English. How's the press release going to read
wJ:ien a call goes the wrong way, a goal is scored, a riot ensues
and thousands of fans and ·security guards are put in the
hospital?
I don't really care if the city looks bad. I don't care if
150,000 people go back to their countries and tell all of their
friends and relatives about how impossible it is to enjoy
yourself in Orlando because of the stupid blue laws. What I
care about is the people of this city who have to deal with these
people.
The culture shock for these soccer-loving invaders is
going to be unbearable to them and they're not going to be
happy about it. Who will this anger be taken out on? Probably
the people who have to deal with them - Orlandoans. So, if
you work downtown, I feel sorry for you. When you get
cursed-out in a foreig'n language because you can't serve an
18-year-old alcohol, it's going to suck. When you feel threatened by a bunch of already drunken soccer fans at 2 a.m.
because you can't serve them anymore, I feel for you. I really
do.
But the fact of the matter is that we, the peasants of
Orlando, have already been sold out. War was declared a long
time ago, but somehow people have yet to realize that we're
going to be ambushed. The sad thing is, there's nothing we can
do. Our leaders have already surrendered. Is it a small price for
fame and fortune? Only time will tell.
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A studenfs look into the injustices of financial aid: Part I of Ill

•

It was my hope when I first started writing- "The Young
Republic" to present the truth, which in our society is often
considered a personal opinion - as if right and wrong is a
choice to be made by mere human beings - and this
remains both my aspiration and goal.
It was a good sign when a young medical student in
Tampa read my recent article on physicians, and even better
when Chris Marlin, past Student Body President of UCF,
wrote that "Brynner constructs cogent, effective arguments
in his column, and has even opened my eyes on certain
issues, and changed the minds of some of my friends." Why
were these events of significance? Not because I seek namerecognition, but because it means I'm addressing issues of
importance to students of all levels and political affiliations .
For this reason I will now address an issue which Mr.
Marlin was dedicated to improving for all UCF students Financial Aid.
What is financial aid. First, it is not really "aid" in any
sense of the word anymore - it includes loans and workstudy, which are bette~ stamped "student self-support."
Secondly, the renaming of the Scholarship and Grant Office
to the Financial Aid Office has been a successful attempt by
the government to both socialize student support and consequently destroy it; remember, welfare and social security,
like all socialist efforts, have failed and contributed to a
huge deficit. The current system needs to b~ revamped to
reflect the modern needs of students and to stop punishing
traditional, living American concepts of hard work and
economic self-progress.
In the beginning, financial aid was dispensed as scholarships and grants. Some of this money wa~ given solely on
the basis of academic achie'yement, community service, or
special group affiliations- as in the case of private scholarship trusts of unions, companies, or churches. For the most
part, the rest of the money was given to students by private
philanthropies and individuals, to help those who couldn't
afford an education attain one. The two sources of money
existed separately anc;l for different reasons. The former was
to recognize and reward people for their accomplishments,
and the latter was purely to provide a boost to those less
fortunate.
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However, today society has corrupted that system. How?
When I first came to UCF I received an academically based
scholarship, and naturally I was then told I would receive
less.in government grant money because of it. Therefore, the
government, in its infinite wisdom, has seen fit to remove
the rewards of good grades. In essence, I didn't really
receive the additional $2,500 through the Florida Academic
Scholarship Fund, nor did any other FASF recipient at UCF
today; in effect, we lost the equivalent amount in need based
aid .
Of course, you may lose less in grant money, since your
eligible aid from the government may have been less than
your "need," as stated by the Financial Aid Form. Therefore,
you were still partialiy rewarded for good grades. But, the
government has still "stolen" some of the money the state of
Florida, Disney, The Florida Republicans or any other
private scholarship source awarded you - not the govern~
ment- for your studies. This is wrong. It discourages all the
positive traits that academic grants look for, such as community involvement and studying.
It should also be noted that government grants are far
from being grants. When an average student receives this
money two things have happened: 1) a miracle; and 2)
they've been given back a small portion of what their
parents paid in taxes. Therefore, it.is a sound argument to
state that when government grant money is taken away from
FASF recipients, they are being double taxed. After all, a
portion of parent/student earnings were originally taxed for
educational purposes, then the student was taxed again
through a fractional or total loss of financial aid. Didn't the
American Revolution occur due mainly to "taxation without
representation?"
Lastly, the current administration in Washington sees fit
to increase aid through loans and work study programs. But,

at the same time reduce grants. This is triple ~axation,
because now there is a phase three reduction of real aid
versus interest bearing loans.
This isn't the only way the government fails to return the
tax contributions our parents made to education and discourage the American work ethic; it also unfairly dispenses
aid. My father has paid capital gains taxes over the last 15
years of my life, primarily due to property sales. I still
receive a small amount of grants, since most of my parents'
income is from discrete profits throughout the years and not
through a continuous stream of job earnings. This combined
with my father's retirement from investing has given me
legal claim to a drying source of money- far from equaling
taxes paid. I have been losing this quickly, due to the fact
that I actually have been stupid enough to work.
The point is that financial aid doesn't recognize who
contributed to the system and even discourages work and
prosperity. I received a 4.0 last semester, but my friend with
a 2.67 who doesn't work got more money. How fair is it
when most students can hardly even qualify for a low-cost
loan when their parents are hard-working, middle-class
taxpayers? I understand that lower-class students need to be
considered and funded to boost them into the middle class,
but how much you and your parents paid into the system
must become a recognized factor.
Even in the screwed up social security system, which
also discourages self-improvement by a declining entitlement in relation to average annual income before retirement, there is some recognition of contribution through a
base figure from whence entitlements are computed. Worse,
there is double injury, since the first money lost due to high
.parent-income or student-work is the grants and scholarships most of us never see.
So, this is what it's all about; your parents paid all those
taxes so you can be entitled to a loan with an interest rate
higher than many house mortgage rates .
Next week, I will explore the causes of financial aid's
problems and address suggested solutions of UCF students.
. (This is part one of a three part series on the growing
problem offinancial aid in the United States.)

Dave says it's time to get serious about health care refonn
Today I want to bring you up-to-date on national health
care. I happen to know quite a bit about this because I had
lunch recently with Hillary Rodham Clinton, although she
was probably unaware of this fact, because the room also
contained several thousand newspaper executives belonging
to the Newspaper Association of America (motto: "Keeping
You Accurately lnformebkljsdfxc"). H was one of those
mass banquet luncheons where squadrons of waiters come
swooping out of the kitchen carrying trays stacked high with
plates protected by steel covers, which they whisk off at
your table to reveal, to your astonishment and delight:
chicken.
The reason you always get chicken at these affairs is the
Federal Interstate Chicken Transport System (FICTS), which
was built during the Eisenhower administration to insure
that the nation would still be able to hold banquet luncheons
after a nuclear war. All major hotels are connected via a vast
underground network of pneumatic tubes to huge chicken
factories in Delaware and Arkansas, where thousands of
chicken parts per second (c.p.p.s.) are fed into the tubes
under extremely high pressure. These parts sometimes
travel thousands of miles .before blasting out into hotel
kitchens all over the nation, where workers frantically
convert them into banquet meals to make room for new
incoming chicken, which arrives constantly. (Thereis no
way to stop it; this is a federal program.) Each year hundreds
of kitchen workers are injured by chicken breasts traveling
at upward of 400 miles per hour. This is yet another reason
why we need to be concerned about health care.
So I was so eager to hear Mrs. Clinton's speech before
the American Newspaper Association luncheon. It was
great. Shekeptthecrowd in stitches with a series of hilarious
health-care jokes, such as the one about the guy who goes to
see the doctor because he keeos findin!! turtles in his
undershorts.

No, I am kidding. Mrs. Clinton did not tell jokes. I have
heard funeral speeches with a higher humor content. Mrs.
Clinton is very serious about health care. She knows tons
of facts about it. I can tell she's the kind of person who, in
sixth grade, had her Science Fair project done early, and it
featured elaborate, neatly lettered color diagrams and a
meticulously executed experiment involving test tubes
and petri dishes, clearly demonstrating some complex
scientific thing involvin·g enzymes; whereas people like
me showed up with last-minute projects featuring Dixie
cups and a hastily scribbled cardboard sign with a title like
"THREE KINDS OF DIRT."
So I tried to pay close attention as Mrs. Clinton discussed
the administration's health-care plan. I would say she's in
favor of it. I'm afraid I can't offer much more detail,
because health care is one of those issues - another one is
the bond market - that my brain refuses to think about. .
"PAY ATTENTION!" I'd tell my brain. "The First
Lady is explaining health care!" But my brain would drift
off, pursuing its own interests, trying to remember the
words to the Beach Boys' 1963 song, "Our Car Club,"
which never gets played on the radio, and for good reason.
Mrs. Clinton would be talking about the administrative
expenses of Medicare, and my brain would be singing:
"We'll have theroughestand toughest initiation we can
find ___ "
Then Mrs. Clinton would be talking about the inequities

of drug pricing, and my brain would be singing:
"And if you wanna be a member, we'll really put you
through the grind!"
It's a good thing I'm not in charge of national health
care. I can't understand my own medical bills. Last ~pring
my son suffered some injuries ~equiring medical treatment,
and ever since I've been receiving incomprehensible bills
from dozens of random medical computers. I'm pretty sure
that I'm now paying for medical care given to people injured
in the Hindenburg disaster. There's no way to tell, because
the bills all look like this:
"With reference to the above referenced account, your
73 percent deductible differential has not been satisfied with
respect to your accrual -parameter, and therefore you are
obligated to remit $357.16 no make that $521.67 here are
some more random amounts $756.12, $726.56 and
$3,928,958.12 bear in mind that we would enjoy nothing
more than seeing your pale skinny body in prison."
This is a true story: A while back, out of the blue, I started
receiving threatening letters from a collection agency
representing a hospital, demanding $101.76. So I sent the
agency a check. Last week, on the same day, I received (a)
a letter from the collection agency returning my check, with
a note stating that I did not owe the money; and (b) a new
threatening letter form the same agency, demanding $101. 76. · 1
I'm thinking that the only way out of this might be the
Federal Witness Protection Program.
Of course I'm sure medical care will become much
simpler and more efficient once it's being handled by the
federal government (motto: "We Are Not Authorized To
Tell You Our Motto"). I'm hoping that Mrs. Clinton and the
Congress work out some kind of plan soon, and I'm hoping
that it covers routine doctor visits. Because I need to see
somebody about these turtles.

We encourage readers to send letters to the editor. Letters
should be typed, a maximum of 300 words, and have the
author's signature and major. Send to: 12243 University
Blvd., Orlando, FL 32817 or fax to (407) 823-9495.
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2 br 2 ba townhouse for rent, walking

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

distance to campus. avail. now. $450.
David 249-2865 (no pets)

Earn to $8,000+ in 2 mo+ benefits.
Male/Female. No experience neeessary (206) 545-4155 ext A5418

TRAVEL AGENCY

SHELLY'S TYPING SERVICE
Italian speaking persons wanted to
meet and receive at Orlando Airport Tenns Papers, Thesis, Spreadsheet
small Italian parties of 2 to 14 and
drive to hotels. Usually arriving in PM Word Processing, Labels, Mailing,
and departing in AM. Must have
chauffeur license and good driving List. Fast efficient service.
record and be able to drive automatic

Tae Kwon Do Club: Art, Sport,
Telephone Surveyors - PIT EveSettdefense. Co-Ed classes fonning
nings, Mon. -Thurs., Winter Springs
M &W 8-9 PM in Arena Aerobics
Room. For more infonnation call 671- Bunkbeds, new $79. Desk $22, Book Office, houly wage, PLUS bonus 699 9152
3667 or 380-6107
case $10 a shelf. 407-454-7759. Ca
+ - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 deliver
,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
Summer Resort Jobs - Earn to
UCF DIVE CLUB-SCUBAWEIGHT BENCH (wghts, leg curl/ext $12/hr + tips. Hawaii, Florida,
DABBA DO!
lats}STAIRMASTER(digital)$199/39 Rockies, Alaska, New England, etc
359-7354
1-206-632-0150 ext: R5418
f-------------4
Beach dives, SaturdaysthruJuly. Call Sofa Bed $135, Upholstered Ann
321-1346 to go. Next mtg. Tue. 6/ Chair $45, Outdoor Tiki Lamps $2 ea Looking for art student to hand paint
21,5-7pm @ Phunshack. Flea Mkt. 6/ Glass Punch Bowl+ Cups $15, Silver clothing and furniture. Call 365-8822 o
25
Plated Goblets $3 671-5699
349-1171

Yo~ng, very ha~dsome, easy going, fit
businessman with great sense of humor has extremly beautiful living quarAMIGA 500 w/everything! $950 359- ters on 8-acre horserarn;:h for an attracF N/S needed to share 2b/21/2 BA 7354
tive lady. Note/photo please: box 1241
townhouse in Cambridge circle with t - - - - - - - - - - - -i Oviedo, Fl 32765
couple. $280mo.+1/3 Utilities. Own
+------------I
bed & bath. 382-6727 leave msg.
IBM PS/2, 640K memory, 20MB HD,
Rm Mate: FNS to rent room for Jun./ MCGA, 1200 Band Modem, $350 CRUISE SHIPS HIRING - Earn
Jul/Aug., $200, 1/3 util; no pets. Call OBO Call Pat@ 366-4317
up to +2,000+/ mo. on Cruise Ships

Vans, CDL license not necessary.
Reasonable Rates. 275-5809
We are looking for individuals who 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - i
are 21 years or older. Not necessarWORDMASTERS
ily fluent in Italian. Good position
T ypirJg and resume service
for students studying Italian. PIT,
Since 1986for all your~tudent needs.
occasional work, will fit any sched- IBM and laser equip. Same-day serule. Call 855-6321 9AM-5PM
vice avail. We've moved, call for info.
277-9600

OTHER ·

,

Shannon 366-5603

HELP WANTED

or Land-Tour companies. Summer
& Full-time employment available.
No exp necessary. For info call 1206-634-0468 ext: C5418

1bd/1 ba, nice, clean, walk to school, JOB HUNTING? Interviewers teday
$335 @ mo. Call Mark 381-1311
Room for rent: 7 miles from UCF. Call are looking for candidates who are
699-0570. $240 per month, plus se- prepared. Get the job you want with
curity. All inluded. Winter Springs
the most comprehensive interviewing
UCF AREA, Condo, 3bd/2ba, pool, and job hunting .assistance-program
all appliances, private yard, will in the college market today. For info
comsider Lease Purchase, only call 1-800-959-1676 ext. W5418
$52,800, Southern Realty/Dave
Nelson 869-0033
+-----------Front Desk position. Lake Buena
APT for Rent. 2BR/2BA. Great location. Walk to school. Washer/ ista area. Flexible hours. ProfessDryer, ceiling fans. $490 @ month ional demeanor a must. Call
Call 1-800-777-4366 (push 2) Voice
Christine@ 827-1227 . .
Mail #839, or 654-1858 MSG

Staff needed to work in Grrn •r Home
with Developmentally Disabled.
Adults- Oviedo area, F!T and PiT,
afternoons, midnight and weekend
shifts. Good pay and beneftts. Call ·
365-8015

The Central Florida Future is looking
for ad reps. Good pay
& flexible hours, and great experience.
Call Jason, 823-8054

PROFESSIONAL TYPING IN MY HOMEAT REASONABLE RATES
•Tenn Papers
•Reports

•Resumes
• Cover letters

Professional typing in my home
allows me to offer my services at
very reasonable rates. Term paEAGLES TICKETS
pers, reports, resumes, cover let·
ters,
etc. For your convenience, I
8TH ROW-CENTER SEATS. BEST
have
a FAX, so your drafts can be
OFFER. 1-904-589-0090
faxed, saving you a delivery trip.
CALL JANE SPRING at645-0880.
I'm only a phone call away.

TYPISTS

KCO Inc. Typing $1.50 678-6735
Term Papers & Resumes, at terrific rates. 281-8888. M-S, 9-9,
Genny

Call Jane Spring
.645-0880
(NOTE: Fax service available)

A+ Typing and Word Processing
Quality work! Quick results!
Call today! (407) 366-7123

1---------------+----------~

r

lllfQl/~it
Equal Employment Opportunity/ Affirmativ12 Action Employer

Road\\7ay Pa.ckage Syste111,
a small package carrier has part-time openings
for package handlers. The position is for loading and unloading trucks and moving packages
within the tem1inaL

Work shifts available:
2am- 6:30 am
5:30 pm-9:30 pm

•Etc.

Material kept in memory for future updates

June 15, 1994

Salary is $7 per hour
Apply to: Road\vay Package System

l

3001 Old Winter Garden Road
or call (407) 297-3715

'
(

Meet single men and women in Orlando and nationwide on the.•.

Singles Dateline

• Create your own custom, personal voice mailbox for others to respond to
• Listen and respond to other people's messages
• Great way to meet single men and women salely and easily

I

1-900-680-6.7 17 ext 722
only $2.00
per minute
a_

IVJ:u.st b e cat l e a s t 1
$2.00 p e r mi:n.u.te. Tou.c:h. to:n.e ph.o:n.e r e q u i r e d .
S e r v i c e b y .Avcalo:n. Commu:n.ic:catio:n.s .. Ft. L~uderclale (305) 525-0800
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This.Week

Sleuths Mystery Dinner Theater
offers atwiston nighttime dining
by SEAN PERRY
Axis editor

With the extensive list of
nighttime entertainment in Orlando
including theater, concerts, fine restaurants, and clubs, it becomes somewhat of a chore to decide upon one
when the weekend arrives.
Rather than cheat yourself out
of entertainment and just go out for
ajuicy prime rib, or bypass the luxury
of fine dining and go to a show; the
clever choice would be to combine
the two. The possibilities abound
throughout the tourist district surrounding International Drive. With
a variety of different dinner theaters
offering shows an_d a fair menu, the
decision process may seem even
more confusing.
However, for a one _time attempt at being entertained while
scarfing down a steak, any of these
shows will be of some appeal. One
stands out, though, for allowing the
frequent guest to experiment with
the various main courses on the
menu, as well as playing an interactive part in a unique and intriguing
performance each evening.
Sleuths Mystery Dinner Show
lets the diner get involved in a mur-

. -- - . .

der mystery which unfolds while With two stages being used simultathey have their fill of beverages and neously and two or three perforappetizers. The guests are then given mances an evening, it is fairly easy
the opportunity to discuss possible to reserve a table for eight, or even
motives, figure out the murder an entire diningroom for a birthday
weapon, and take a shot at solving celebration or' office retreat The cast
the murder, all
will also pick up
while they polthe props and go
ish off their
on location for
main course,
larger groups,
washing
it
such as fraternity
down with unorganizations.
limited drinks.
The charT h e
acters seem to
shows range
pick outas many
from a band of
unexpecting
gypsies inhabitdiners as posing the dining
sibleandplay off
room of Lord
their improv
Mansfield's esskills as they take
tate only to be
each question
conspir_ed
the guests can
against in the The cast welcomes you to a
throw at them
murder of the mysteriously funny dinner.
and turn the inqmry into ashort
wealthy estate
owner, to a pair of newlyweds being comedic sketch.
accused of murdering the wife's exThe cast is compose.d of some
husband.
of the finest performers locally, as
Each performance is distinctly well as renowned national artists. The
different, and the variety of cast "Lord Mansfield's Fox Hunt Banmembers play different characters quet" wasperformedby UCF alumnist
on a revolving basis to keep the John Maynard as the fishy attorney
improvisational aspect at its best. who seemed to take control of the ·

estate following the murder. Candice
Miller, who previously did work offBroadway in New York, represented
the sister of Mansfield who had returned unexpectedly, giving a devilish, yetsexy performance. Troy Tinker
wore a dress like no other man could,
playing a cross-dressing mistress of
the Lord. He weaved throughout the
audience harassing the gues~ and
never missed an opportunity to remind the gentlemen that, he or she,
thought they were quite attractive. Bob
Lipk~ rounded out the cast with the
role of the drunken butler who takes a
walk next door to visit Lady Chatterly.
The performances were flawless, and the improv was hilarious.
The price is fairly higherth~ an average dinner, yet the combination of the
theater and the meal make it a reasonable evening. It is especially fun and
embarrassing with a large group of
friends, but can be equally entertaining when getting to know people over
a prime rib while arguing whether it
was the crossdressing maid or the
innocent sister; but of course, let's not
leave out the butler.

Livt;
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•PALEN-TAN
(CLUB NOWHERE)
•RANDIPAUL
(DOWNTOWN JAZZ
AND BLUES CLUB)

16 •LEAGUEOF
NATIONS
(DOWNTOWN JAZZ
AND BLUES CLUB)
(.

17

•FORGETTHE
NAME, SILENCE
(CLUB NOWHERE)
• LITTLE MIKEAND
THE TORNADOES
(DOWNTOWN JAZZ
AND BLUES CLUB)

18

•BRAD KEELER
(YAB YUM)
• CRITICAL MASS,
SHOCK LIZARD
(CLUB NOWHERE)

19

• SPIDER MONKEY
(RESURRECTION)

20

• KILLDOZER
(DOWNTOWN JAZZ
AND BLUES CLUB)

21

• TOAD THE WET
SPROCKET
(THE EDGE)

•

•
•

_ _- . Mus1creVIews
WUCf rop1.0
l) Frente: Labor or Love
2) Rollins Band: Weight

Toad-the Wet Sprocket
. Dulcinea
: .(Sony)
.. ·

..

Sola "
Blues in the East
(Island)

Helmet
Betty
(lnterscope)

(DGC)

/

Very rarely does a pop/alternative band cross thefolkmusiclineand
mix it up so well that the two genres
take on a whole new category, but on
Dulcinea, Toad the Wet Sprocket's
fourth release, the blender is on full
speed, and the outcome is full bliss,
not a bloody toad. Toad provides
soothing pop harmonies along with
deep and refreshingly insightful lyrics.
Follow Toad as they take you
on a voyage of birth, death, reincarnation, and alienation. This is not Fear
(their last album) part II. They could
have stuck to the formula of their hit
singles "All I Want" or "Walk on the
Ocean," but inst~d, they've gotten
morestrippeddownandraw,liketheir
live performances. The opening track
Fly from Heaven" (which should've
been the first single) and "Listen"
instantly became. my two favorites.
Other great songs are ''Nanci," where
lead vocalist Glen Phillips sounds like
a carbon copy of the great Jim Croce,
and of course the hard rocking "Fall
Down," which has been slated as the
first single. There is great crossover
potential from rock, to adult contemporary, to alternative/college radio.
Don't be afraid to pick this toad up!
•Tom Dipaulo

Sonic Youth
Experimental Jet Set, Trash, And
No Star

Abrasive, distorted guitar,
Liu Sola is best known in
China Cl$ an author, producing such trademarkstartandstoppowerriffs,
works a~ "Chaos and All That," and instantaneous chord changes, and
the 1988 Chinese National Novella anarchic angst ridden vocals. Meet
Award winner, "You Have No Betty, your date for the next fifty
Choice." Her album Blues in the minutes. A creation that could only
East combines Eastern and Western be done in the hands of Helmet,
composition, Chinese folk music, New York's finest gift since the
Knie ks.
and traditional storytelling.
The familiar pattern offers a
Sola employs violins, saxostrong
resemblance to Meantime,
phones, and an ancient Chinese
stringed instrument called the pipa. their most recent album. On "BeauIn addition, she has employed the tiful Love," the intro is so tranquil
help of James Blood Ulmer, Amina you think their going to break into
Claudine Myers, Jerome "Bigfoot" Elvis' "BlueHawaii,"butafterthey
bombard you with a Primus-esque
Brailey, and Fernando Saunders.
Instrumentally, Blues in the .bastardizing exoroism of chaotic
East presents a mellow, bluesy set disarray, you realize it was al 1a sick
of songs. As each begins, the lis- joke.
"The Silver Hawaiian" and
tener slips into the soulful string
"Sam Hell" are the biggest surprises
arrangement.
on the record, with a former sportUnf~rtunately, Solamustim.Pede upon each song with bet voice. ing a sound like a 50-year-old
Her high pitched shrill does not drunken rapper slurring his words
belong with Saunders' grooving while watcrung Lost in Space, and
basslines or Jason Hwang's violin the latter displays a country/blues
acoustic twang thang. Betty is from
arrangements.
As each piece progresses, you a band that looks clean cut enough
hope it's an instrumental. But then for your sister to take home to meet
Sola's chalkboard-scratching, cat's Mom, yet heavy enough to have
scream lashes out, and, ultimately, your brother slamming ms head into
the wall.
dis(!ppoints.
•Tom DiPaulo
•Jamie Thomas

Those expecting the big _sellout from Sonic Youth wil1 have to
look elsewhere for artistic compromises. Afternearly adecade ofrecording for some of the most respected
indie labels (SST, Homestead, et al)
the New York noisemeisters' third
major label release proves that its brand
of guitar-noise dissonance is as vi ta1 as
ever.
OnExperimentalletSet, Trash,
And No Star Sonic Youth again redefines the boundaries of cacophonous
pop. ThurstonMooreandl.eeRanaldo
continue to evolve and mutate its signature atonal guitar fuzz, especially in
''In The Mind Of The Bourgeois
Reader" and "Starfield Road," which
sounds like the sort of aural streptococcus that you might w~lcome to
consume your head.
Kim Gordon's (bass) role continues to expand- she's responsible
for nearly half the songs on the album
-andherpseudo-coyvocalson''Bull
In The Heather" and ''Doctor's Orders" are reminiscent of the caustic
feminist hidden in theBarbie doll feel
of"Kissability" off of Sonic Youth's
1988 masterpiece Daydream Nation.
This one's just as good.
•Ray Gunn Virus

3) NIN: The Downward Spiral
4) Soundtrack: The Flintstones
5) Sonic Youth: Experimental Jet
Set, Trash, and No_Star
6) Rage Against the Machine:
Freedom
7) Hole: Live Through This
8) Whale: Hobo Humpin' Slobo
Babe
9) Machines ofloving Grace:
Butterfly Win~
10) Front 242: 05: 22: 09: 12

YESTERDAY'S MUSIC (6/14)
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ARRESTED DEVELOPMENT
ZINGALAMADUNI
SPIN DOCTORS
TURN IT UPSIDE DOWN
. JOAN JETT & THE
BLACKHEARTS
PURE AND SIMPLE
TONY BENNETI
UNPLUGGED
JOHN LEE HOOKER
LEGENDARY MODERN
RECORDINGS
B.B. KING
THE FABULOUS B.B.
KING
0. G. FUNK
OUT OF THE DARK

THE JESUS LIZARD
SHOW
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Sean Perry
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When I was a youth growing
up in a predominately white region
of America, my third grade history
teacher attempted to explain to a
classroom of uncultivated children
the differences between races .and
the negative reactions to desegregation a decade earlier.
Naturally, never havingbeen
introduced to a 'creature' of an adverse skin tone, whether tan, brown,
yellow or grey, the idea of racism
seemed to parallel that of an extraterrestrial encounter.Mrs. Ruth, who
had spent the majority of her 60
years in the quiet confines of our
tired little town in the Northeast,
enlightenedourinnocenthearts with
a narrow view on ttie issue.
The history books broadened
our limited perspectives with a selective group ofphotographs depicting the modern era of crusades. The
pages were filled with black and
white photos of the Black Panthers,
adorned in radical garbs, wreaking
havoc on a street lined with white
civilians. You could see the fear in
their eyes, along with the suits and
ties on their figures. Other photos
included the classic hotel scene with
Martin Luther King, Jr. sprawled
across the balcony, his black entourage aiming pistols in every direction in search of a killer. A photograph of Malcom X, leader of the
aggressive black separatist movement, never decorated a page without the appropriate captions including a radical ~tatementimplyingvio
lent reaction to the majority's oppressing behavior.
All the images and depictions
of this crusade against the norm left
an impression on this otherwise
uncorrupted mind and slanted the
ideals heavily in favor of the lighter
side of the spectrum .
From that period on I could
no longer claim to be an unbiased
individual. The rains of bigotry and
hate had already sprinkled on my
parade of uninfluenced youth. Little

I~

~ffl

did I realize the downpour which
was on its way .
However, at least many in this
generation brought along a raincoat
for the trip. With oi)en-minded literature, philosophies and artistic displays of music and theater, mC1ny
have been exposed to a crusade
against racially motivated marches.
The idea of this new youth is not to
promote racial equality through stronger minority ideals in order to bring
the decades of supremacist favoritism down to an equilibrium, but to
allow a freedom of thought wruch
would accept the past and continue
uninhibited into the future.
As the third grade teachers of
the '90s attempt to explain the years
of crusades and racially-motivated
riots rather than enlightening the
youth on future possibilities, they
just add kindling to the fire of hate.
The first impression allotted
to these children is the idea that the
many different races, ethnic
backgounds and religions are all distinctly different and must learn to
coincide together, likening the composition to that of fire inhabiting the
neighborhood of water, or possibly,
fuel. The idea is that one must diminish the other's strength and put out
· the fire or else combine with the fuel
and burst into flames.
It is like 19th century educators trying to describe racism to a
classroom full ofblind students, wh~,
having been happily playing in the
sandbox for the first five years of
their life, find out they must be segregated in their kindergarten class
due to their skin tones.
Ifthe youth can share the plastic shovel, as well as fight over the
bucket in the sandbox, as children
often do, withouttheknowlooge that
they are from different backgrounds
and have different skin colors, then
why should our educators and marketing specialists play their version
of God and attempt to mediate or
segregatethroughslantededucation?
Some things may be better left atone,
without the opinions of the biased
adult world.
And as I watch children playing together happily, unaware of the
restraint and prejudice of racism, I
just hope that no one tells them that
they are not equal, or their grandparents and theirparents were not equal.
WehavE'.theopportunitytoleavethis
group- or better yet, this generation, alone and let them play. So let's
work together and just not tell them.
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·ruding_the coattails of racism
Zebraheadstar Michael Rapaport offers insight on prejudice in Hollywood
by Sean Perry
Axis Editor

demand for a unique approach on
about every different controversial
topic, a rambunctious class of new
directors and actors has emerged,

waveofculturallychallengingfilms
that have swept Hollywood .
''I, myself haven't had any
The name Hollywood depersonal experience involving racmands an arousal in the imagina- aa~~ mssputhr·ng utgohgtehterr·themirovm_eses,saangde ism,buttheirisdefinitel:}'astrain,or
tions o~ nearly everyone that has
pressure on some people in the inever dreamed. These celluloi'd im- most importantly, theirdesiretoim- dustry," Rapaport said.
ages have inspired individuals for press upon a generation their own
Having played the lead role
much of the century. Many of the personal ideas.
of a Jewish kid that is involved in a
distinctly passionate charcontroversial interracial
acterizations have offered
relationship with his
friend ' s sister in
lasting impressions on the
many generations of
Zebrahead, he underfilmgoers. Since the days of
stands what the pressure
Bogart and Cagney throwmust be like in the stuing fisticuffs and waving
dios for similar real-life
pistols, American society
situations.
hasn' t been the same.
"I think the probIn thelatterhalfofthe
lem is a lot bigger than
. sixties, Hollywood fell viejust Hollywood. People
tim to a transition, during a
need to look at the big
decade shaped by political
picture and broaden their
horizons," he said.
controversy and societal
SOLARES/ FUTURE
revolution. The agony ofreal Rapaport and longtime friend joke around at
The motion picworld issues infiltrated the the the awards ceremonies.
ture indµstry recently
otherwisefantasy-ladenforopened an avenue for
mat of filmmaking, and soon proAt the head of this class is young directors that explored the
ducers, directors, and artists began Michael Rapaport, one of the most ideals of civil disobedience and the
taking polit1cal stands in their work requested and acclaimed young tal- problems in modern society. The
andestablishingtheirviewsthrough ents in Hollywood. While in the avenue later exploded into a freeIn the present-day theaters it is Orlando area for the Florida Film way of aspiring cinematic revoluwell accepted and often preferred Festival, at which he was presented tionists, and people like Spike Lee
that a motion picture tackles an is- · an Achievement Award for previ- and John Singleton became housesue of debate or interest that is as ous works such as the critically ac- hold names. With such an influx of
preyalent in the tabloids as on the claimed Zebrahead and supporting artists, the distinction becamesomesilver screen. However, many of roles in last year's Poetic Justice, what blurred.
Hollywood'sfinestyoungperforrn- Point of No Return and the dark
"Hollywood fears Spike Lee
ers have entered the theatrical arena romantic classic True Romance,
under a realm of scrutiny. With the Rapaport gpoke with us ·about the see PREJUDICE, page A6
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Spike Lee's Joint : the evolution of revolution
by RAY GUNN VIRUS
Staff writer

"So let's make our own movies like
Spike Lee I Cause the roles being
offereddon'tstrikeme/There'snothing that the Black man can use to earn
I Bum Hollywood Bum"
- Public Enemy, "Bum Hollywood Bum"

,Despite the recent hullabaloo during the NBA championships,
the Nike andBen & Jerry's ice cream
commercials or the righteously controversial pressconferen~, Spike Lee
remains theconsurnmatefihnmakeroneofAmerica's greatest talents, who,
unfortunately, all too many Hollywood power brokers and pundits wish
would dissolve quietly and fade out.
Spike Lee's films work on a
continuum-engaging and exposing
social, sexual and political tyrannies.
But he has also be.en lambasted by
fihn critics, feminists and s~me eminent African-Americans for his ambivalence on feminist issues and his
proclivity for marketing ("selling out'')
his work. And yet Lee's great visual
and narrative talent gains him access
into the pantheon reserved forthe best
contemporary fihnmakers, with fellow New York University film school
graduate Martin Scorsese, Derek
Jarman, Jane Campion, et al.
The defining moment in Lee's
oeuvre comes in Do The Right Thing,
when Mookie (played by Lee) incites

vative pundits PatBuchananandRob- 27-year-old, independent upstart in
ertNovak called Lee a racist who was 1986 with She's Gotta Have It. Lee's
advocating racial violence, and some quasi-documentary about a sexually
moderates claimed Lee had gone too· independent woman - made on a
far in his ambivalence citing an all too $5,000budget, with family and friends
malleable public who might miscon- as cast and crew - instantly made
him the critics' darling. Gene Siskel
strue his message.
Lee gets the most flak from and Roger Ebert hailed a "fresh young
critics for the open-endedness of his voice," and feminists lauded a new
films. He immerses his audience in filmmaker who could render the fesociety' scontemporaryproblems, and male sexual role with sensitivity and
equality.
usually steers clear of the
didacticism Hollywood
has socializ.ed us to expect. Lee's signature is to
posit the audience at the
precipice of solutions and
then ask, "Now what .are
you going to do?"
That's precisely
what Lee does at theend of
Do The Right Thing when
he juxtaposes Dr. Martin
Luther King's "violence is
immoral" quote with
Malcolm X's ''Idon'tcall
it violence when it's selfdefense, I call it intelligence."
To this Lee added
later, ''I think we have to
get out of this either/or

Duemostlytol..ee'ssuccess it's been
easier for the Hughes brothers, Mario
Van Peebles and Singleton to get their
films produced.
Lee followed up in 1988 with
School Daz.e, an audacious but uneven musical which dealt with the
volatile subjects ofAfrican-American
infighting and America's responsibility for divesting from South Africa.
Leebeganlosingcredibility with feminists for his ambivalent
portrayal ofmen' sattitudes
toward women.
One of the bestmoments in the fihn comes
during the "Straight &
Nappy" number where
Lee humorously and incisivelyexposesthedivi~ive

guorously poetic camera work and
deep saturated colors eclipse the slack
drama about the artistic and sexual
tyranny between two rival saxophone
players.
Wesley Snipes's star was on
the rise when he made Jungle Fever,
but Lee was under fire again for his
insightful look at an interracial romance. And where mainstream Hollywood gave us the pap-happiness of
Guess Who/s Comi.ng To Dinner, Lee
offered a brusque (and more realistic)
view of the hardships encountered by
interracial couples. The aerial dolly, at
theendofthe fihn, into FlipperPurify' s
(Snipes) face as he screams in negation to the world, is unforgettable. It
reveals Lee's attitude toward a society
whose progress has floundered and
how women are socializ.ed into demeaning and subservient roles.

ness of two subcultures
within a culture. Two
groups of college women, "Our wodd is full of sound I Our
the Jigaboos and the world is more lovely than anyone's I
Wannabes, clash in a tho we suffer, and kill each otherI and
beauty salon to extol the sometimes fail to walk the air"
-Amiri Baraka, "Ka 'Ba"
virtues ofstraight ornappy
hair. This is vintage Lee,
exposing the corrosive efspike Lee once said that all
fectsof intoleranceanddifthe films he had made in his life were
fusing it with humor. And
leading him to the making ofMalcolm
in typical fashion he ends X. Lee shot into the maelstrom when
thing: I think Black
Denzel Washington starred in Spike
hisfilmwithDapDun1ap's he rebuked the Hollywood establishAm~ncahastoformasyn- .
Lee's 1992 epic, Malcolm X.
(I.any Fishburne) clarion ment for developing and handing the
thesis between the two VIews anu
She'sGottaHaveltisa water- call to "wake up!"
directorial reigns to a white director make it work."
shed of sorts, and after its success .
Norman Jewison (In The Heat OfThe
Hollywood went in search of young "Elvis was a hero to most I But he Night). Lee was adamant that the film
"The blooming flower of my African-American filmmakers.
never meant sh- to me you see I should be developed and produced as
life is roaming I in the night ... "
In an interview in Sight and Straig]:zt up racist that sucker was I an African-American project. ButLee
- Etheridge·Knight, "A Sound, Lee recalls that after the L.A.
Simple and plain/Motherf-himand also came under fire from eminent
ariot~thepolicekillRadioRaheem,
Watts Mother Mourns While Boiling premiere of She's Gotta Have It, "a
African-Americans, notably poet
Jolm Wayne"
~neighborltood' sproudmouthpiece.
Beans" skinny black kid walked up to me and
- Public Enemy, "Fight The Amiri Baraka who accused Lee of
The film served as a portent of the
said, 'Hi, my name is·John Singleton
Power" · fostering "negative stereotypes."
. Rodney King incident and the Los
Svike Lee made his auspi- and I'm in high school now, but I'm
Baraka wrote, "We will not let
Angeles riots two years later. Conser- cious and flashy theatrical debut as a going to make movies just like you.'"
Malcolm X's life be trashed to make
Do
Right Thing still middle-class.Negroes sleep easier."
Lee succeeded in making an
stands as Lee's masteI]Jiece. No other
They were a rock 'n' roll band that couldn't get arrested.
epic
that
rivals any film David Lean
filmmaker has the Potential to take
(Bridge on the River Kwai , Dr.
That was before they
you into the imbrogl~ of socializ.ed
Zhivago) ever made. When Warner
took an entire radio station hostage.
racial hatred and posit you at the
Bros. stopped funding for the film
flashpoint of a race riot. The film
halfway through production, Lee
stands as a testament to the Overtown,
called on the African-American comWatts, Calif., and L.A. riots, and exmunity, and gave up half his salary, so
amines how these culturally charged that the film could be finished. Oprah
situations potentially careen out of Winfrey and Michael Jordan were
control. If Hollywood or America's among the Jong list of producers who
opinion makers had any fortitude or plunked down an extra $6 million for
decency, Do The Right Thing would the completion of the film. After this
be required viewing along with Lee promised to make a "small film,"
Schindler's List.. It certainly is more and he did.
topicafandaspertinentasAeschylus's
Most critics missed the boat on
~--4'Oresteia trilogy.
Crooklyn. Most filmgoers were probThe media savaged Lee for his ably expecting broad gestures after
perceived endorsement of violence, Malcolm X, and missed the beautiand by association attributed to him fully subtle nuance of this coming of
Professor Griffs (ex-Public Enemy age film. Crooklyn has been panned
~--3'.....member) vitriolic anti-Semitic state- for having no plot, but the only thing
ments. Lee tried to distance himself missing from this film is the acrimony
from Griff, as Public Enemy did, but most critics have come to expect from
he was still called to task by Mark Lee's films.
Horowitz of American Film.
The story was written by Lee
'Lee does not think that black and his siblings, Joie and Cinque, and
anti-Semitism is a meaningful issue," is ostensibly based on their childhood
Horowitz wrote. ''It's always sad to in Brooklyn. Racism and systemic
see those we admire to defer to the derugration are treated implicitly in
demagogues and miss another oppor- Crooklyn; the real story is about a
turuty to do the right thing, to lead family's interactions during Troy's
instead of follow."
(Zelda Harris) passage into young
Despite the criticism, Do The womanhood. Carolyn (Alfre
Right Thing is one of the best contem- Woodard) is the strong and pragmatic
porary American films.
mother who Lee is so effective at
Mo' Better Blues is a showcase rendering, and wi11 surely do much to
for Denzel Washington, Wesley assuage femirust critics.
Srupes and Bill Lee's (Spike's father)
Spike Lee is a national treasure.
exquisite jazz score. It is Lee's most He is the proverbial gadfly who forces
uneven film, butremains a visual feast, us to take an unflinching look at our
due in large part to EmestDickerson' s inherently racist society. He won't
rich cinematography. Dickerson's Ian- fadeout.
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Disappointments outweigh
surprises at film festival
and B-movie hottie Jennifer Rubin.
The lowpoint of the festival
define.cl the typical Hollywocxl proAfter screening over 20 feacess and the complete reverse of what
tures over 15 shorts and documentaalternative film stands for. The best
ries, even the most patient and devout
feature winner was given
of film critics are subject to burnout
to Men Lie, a film about a
My voyage through Spain, Taiwan
guy lying. The voting
and Sweden began on June 3rd after
process was vainly dewatching the opening night film Just
stroyed when about 75 to
Like a Woman. Although it wasn't
100 of the film's producone of the best films showcased at last
tion crew, their families
week's Third Annual Florida Film
and their grandparents
Festival, others films picke.d up the
voted for the film. It would
slack of quality film. Critically, the
have · been a complete
festival overall was disappointing, but
shock if the film didn't
more importantly, the festival was a
win. One word- SLINGsuccess for alternative film. The disSHOT.
appointments outweighe.d the surThe highlight ofthe
prises, and to name all the dreadful
festival was, without a
films would be "Shameless."
doubt, Dennis Hopper. He
The surprises seem all to have
define.cl a true artist and
a gocxl chance to enter U.S. markets
wasnothingbutclass,from
and hopefully be shown in Orlando.
his
inspirational speeches
The best of the festival includes Child
to
his
red polka-dotted
Murders from Hungary, Talk 16 from
.
SOLARES/ FUTURE socks.
He was warmly
Canada and two films from Taiwan:
Dennis Hopper received the Tied!<e
grcete.d_and thanke.d the
18 and Rebels of a Neon God. The
at the Florida Film Festival.
Enzianfm:itssupportofart
biggest surprise of the film as well as
my personal favoritecomesfrom Swe- Almodovar' s most recentjourney into films, commenting ''you've got agreat
place here, keep it going."
den calle.d The Slingshot. Reminis- sex and violence.
LOoking forward to next year,
Despite the lack of great feacent of Steven Soderburgh's King of
the Hill, The Slingshot is a sincere, tures, the festival didhavesomequal- the fourth festival can only get larger
humorous portrait ofa young Swe.dish ity short films including The Coriolis and more profound. Increasing the
boy in Stockholm who strikes it rich Ejfect, a film driven by harsh dialogue stature of alternative films and hopewithacondom-inspiredslingshot. The and Tornado sequence describing the fully bringing a knowle.dge that qualonly other film worth mentioning is characters sexual problems. The film ity filmmaking can always be appreciPedroAlmodovar'sK/KA, whichaside starred James Taylor of Twin Peaks ated. Did I mention The Slingshot?
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University Palms
SHOPPING CENTER
Alafaya Trail at
McCulloch Road
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WAXTREE IS LOCATED AT THE CORNER OF
ALOMA AVE. & 436 IN THE SEMORAN
SHOPPING CENTER, WINTER PARK.
407-677-8897
MONDAY-SATURDAY 11-8, SUNDAY 12-5

16 000 Movies
' AMERICAN VIDEO NETWORK
The Largest, The BestWith Over
30,000 Movies Per Store ·

r-..-----_
- -,
Free ·

1

Movie!

I

1
I

Rent Two Movies al Regular Price and
Receive one Movie FrccT Please prcscnJl
Counon. Expires 6/30/94
\:

~--------

.~

,. -,_ . ;"r ih.ar r laza

·•

2 :8 <2-3 6 6 6

_ 7;1.6 S. Goldenrod Rd. (Winn Dixie)
·
:•K:i-s-si'mmee Square 931-0005
1355 E. Vine St. (Corner of Vine & Mid1igan)
,.. _. *G,oo<lings l'la;>..a, 7 :r 4-9119
1031 Montgomery Rd. (at 43.J)

· ,,; •• , ~Apopka 8_62"4441
• · '.3030"E. Semoran Blvd. (Hunt Club)
•con W'\,Y. Shopping G'enter 2 8 2-5 5 5 5
-1400•A·: Curry Ford Ru. (Next to Publix)
*~-Ma rt Pia z.a"· 8 3 4--3 6 6 6
·-: " 6813 llwy. 17-92 (Fern P;1rk)
*Americana Plaza 857-0530
2053 American Blvd.
*Willow Creek. Plaza 699-9119
2285 Red Bug Lake Rd. (W. ofTuscawilla)
· *Westgate Shopping Center 294·444 l
27.61 N. lliaw.assec Rd. (at Silver Sur)
*University S4uuc Pl au 65 7-8414
7456 University Blvd. (Next to Winn Dixie)

""" ·

Red Parrot
of Altamonte Springs

Bikini-N-Beer Bash!
University Blvd.

10:oo -s:oo

1

I 366-1
oos
I
.
I

!Appointment Necessary
I
Haircut not included
I
I Includes shampoo and I
I
conditioner
I
I Long hair an~ specialty I
I
wraps higher.
I

WAXTREE CARRIES A WIDE VARIETY
OF MUSIC, T-SHIRTS, POSTERS AND
STICKERS. THE EXTENSIVE SELECTION
OF NEW AND USED TAPES AND CD'S
INCLUDES ALTERNATIVE, REGGAE,
COUNTRY, B'LUES, JAZZ AND MORE.
AT WAXTREE YOU CAN EVEN SELL OR
TRADE YOUR CD'S & TAPES.

Thursdays:

IMon-Fri9:00·9:001
I Sat 9:00 • 6:00 I
I Sun

WAXTREE

McCulloch Road-

r - - - - - - - - - , SALON HOURS r- - - - - - - - - ,
I
I

TRADE-IN
CD'S

· All Movies 2 for· $3.00 Mon· Thurs. ·
.·Extra Day~ Oniy 94¢

HAIRCUT· N0App9intment
l

8

USED
CD'S

from being on the sexually explicit
side it is a wild ride of humor and
wicked irony. Fortunately it will be
showing regularly at the Enzian on
June 24, so all can witness

by Derek Krause
Axis movie critic

)

8

QPE~

SUN DAVS
,I

$100 off
Paul Mitchell,
Red ken,
or
Matrix

I
I Hair Care Products
1
8oz or Larger
1

L---------~

• Model Scouts
• LADIES DRINK FREE!
• $1000 in cash and prizes!
• Pool and darts .
•Live DJ
• 18+

~\

(~·~

lfL ~'Y

gedif/
VaJ~

All-U-Can _Eat Shrimp ·
(Anyway U want it)
. . 1 lbs crab legs-$9.9~.":::.
·
. .. .. .::.'\
.
.

~·-.

.

$1.50 Bud and Icehouse long necks,
$ 2.00 Jack shots
745 Orienta Ave.(l block past intersection of Maitland
Ave. & 436) •Altamonte Springs, Fl
(407) 767-7557

•
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"They are going to have to
come with the goods."
•
OF CASSELBERRY

•

First 20 Studel)ts get 10 free wil)gs every Tuesday Nite!!
$1 Drafts
$1.50 Bud Lol)gl)ecks

•

25(Wi~s

25( Oysters -

•

•

~THiSBUD'S

.

~fORYOU.

Courtesy of Columbia Pictures

Rapaport played a cameo in Singleton's most recent ·work, Poetic Justice.
<::>

RACISM, from page A3

because he doesn't bend down for
them, and refuses fo kiss up to the
industry," Rapaport said. "Do the
Right Thing wasn't given any credit
and Malcom X was barely recognized. They (the Motion Picture Industry) don't fear directors likeJohn
Singleton because they don't consider him a threat."
Lee, originally an independent filmmaker out of New York,
fought tJie establishment from the
beginning. His films chose the avant
garde route of revolt, whereas
Singleton, a graduate of the University of California Los Angeles, began his career in a more moderate
fashion with the critically renowned
Boyz N the Hood.
''I think the industry and press
needs to judge these directors as
either good or bad filmmakers/'
Rapaport said. ''They are either good

'black' directors or bad 'black' directors. We don't hear thatDePalma
is a good Italian director, or someone is a bad Spanish director. I think
a lot of filmmakers have road the
coattails of Singleton and Lee, and
that is going to stop. _The cream of
the crop is going to rise, and weed it
out."
In a harsh business, the young
and provocative will not continue to
sneak in through the back door that
Spike Lee left open for them, and
talented directors like Singleton will
slam the door shut.
"They are going to have to
come with the goods; and the good
will stick arou_nd," Rapaport explained.
With the lead role in John
Singleton's next feature film, Higher
· Leaming, and a few other works in
the theaters, Michael Rapaport is in
the forefront of the new generation

in Hollywood. With a positive outlook and the proper perspective, an
artist can take a stand with genuine
aspirations rather than just attempting to make a name while riding the
bandwagon.
"Society just needs to get out
of this frame of mind, and broaden
their horizons," Rapaport said.
With carefully constructed
screenplays anel a cast ot leg1l1mate
artists, these controversial fihris may
stand alone in an adverse society.
Where Bogart once waved his gun
and demanded justice, and Cagney
drew a line in the sand and dared
someene to cross it, Rapaport and a
new generation of crusaders are
making their statement. Maybe with
the proper composition they might
mix some of the real world problems with the fantasy world of the
movies and ~njure up a solution to
the prejudice in Hollywood and the

2699 Cassa( Creek Blvd.
Casselberry, A. 32107
407-767-8822
Offer valid with current student ID

rcomfortabl~.-. Conv~pient ... "
THAT'S

ALAFAYA TRAIL
APARTMENTS

2501 AL.A.FAYA TRAH. ORLANDO. FL. 32826

COl'vfE SEE OUR
2 Bedrooµ1, 1 Bath Apartments with:
FREE water,sewer & Pest Control
GE appliances
Mini-blinds
110CJ'·,.,' rnet-;
!-'
b
AMPLE parking
Swimming pool
Entertainment deck for your
private functions
2 lighted tennis courts
Basketball court
Lighted, sand-pit volleyball court
l.J.

'·

(()pen Monday Thru Friday 9-Spm""
Sat. 10-4pm Sun. 12·=4pm
'(407) 275-8950
~
--------------------------__,;~

I .

Student Legal Services
(

Probl~ms

With:
Landlords
Insurance
Contracts
Traffk Tickets
Need:
A Will

· A Name Change
Uncontested Dissolution
UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legal consultation and representation in
certain legal areas for qualified UCJ•' students.
For informatio~ or an appoinlrnenl
call 823-2538
or stop by the Student Center
Room 210
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Fundeq through Activity & Service Fee
by the Student Gove1nment Association
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Predators continue their perfect season(4-0) by handling Hooters
From PREDATORS, Page 16

•

terback. So far this season the line
has allowed only one sack.
Coach Perry Mos credited
the line play after the game aying, "They couldn't handle our
line, on offense or defense."
The jungle will remain dormant for a few weeks as the Predators take their undefeated record

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

.

on the road.
Coach Moss commented on
The Predators play an un- · the upcoming games, "Now we'll
defeated Albany team this week. see how good we realy are. MassaThey follow that with a game in chusetts is a very good team and
Ma achu etts before coming Albany has been running over evback to the jungle to face their eryone they've played."
arch-rival, the Tampa Bay Storm
The Predators are clearly the
on the fir t ofJuly.
team to beat right now in the AFL.

As they leave the jungle behind
for a few weeks, they'll have to
rise up and face the challange of
being Arena Football's best.
The Predators are a team that
has flirted with greatness in the
past. The way Ben Bennett is playing, along with the likes of Barry

and Billy Owens on the receiving end this team just might
go all the way. If the Predators
can survive this rough stretch
ahead,, they just may be finally
ridding themselves of the monkey that's been plaguing them for
years.

Four UCF baseball players sign pro contracts, three went in draft
by ROBERT SANDERS
Staff writer

This season wasn't a total
loss for the Golden Knight baseball team. Even though the team
didn't reach the post-season, four
players were busy signing probaseball contracts this past week.
Ironi.cally, the team's only
senior, Eric Golden wasn't taken
in the draft-nor has he signed on as
a free-agent thus far.
Rightfielder Matt Amman,
junior Cesar Geronimo, junior ace
Mike Halperin and catcher John
Meskauskas all signed professional contracts last week.
Halperin was drafted in th
35th round out of high school, this
time however he was taken in the
tenthroundbytheBlueJays. They
hope that Halperin will bring futu re relief to their present pitching
woes.
Last season Halperin posted

a 6-8 record and 3.50 ERA. He
also led the squad wiffing an
impressive 84 hitters.
Matt Amm~n was taken in
the 30th round by the Pittsburgh
Pirates. Amman had two home
runs this season. His combination of both speed and power
made him inviting to th~ scouts.
Bergman had a quick reply when asked which pro player
Amman reminded him of. "Matt
plays with a lot of emotion, very
similar to Kirk Gibson(Detroit
Tigers)."
Geronimo was drafted the
latest, going to the Florida Marlins in the 40th round.Geronimo
received little playing time this ·
season, yet still managed to impress the scouts enough to get
drafted. This, however affords
him an oppurtunity to stay in
Florida and play pro ball.
John Meskauskas signed

Loubier was originally a
on as a free-agent with,the Colorado Rockies. He was in a platoon catcher, before knee surgery in the
role with the Golden Knights this off-season forced a move to first
season, alternating games with base. So now for the third time in
sophomore Matt Wall ace.
as many seasons Loubier will be
UCF baseball coach Jay position-switching once again.
Bergman(451-294-3) prepares for
Drafts are nothing new for
change in the off-season. "We'll Bergman. He's now in his 12th
miss Halperin and Amman the most, season at UCF and has plenty of
because they were everyday play- experience dealing with losses this
ers," he said.
tim~ of year.
"Meskauskas played off and
"In baseball you have to preon, and Geronimo had one hit this pare for these things," he said. ·
year. So I do think we'll be able to . "That way the transition is that
bounce back with some of the much smoother," said Bergman.
younger guys."
Last season was rough on
Bergman has already started Bergman's pitching staff. Two of
to· plug up the holes. Next season their top pitchers were drafted,
he'll be counting on returning and both signed.
Hard-throwing ace Joe
sophomores, Jay Veniard and Craig
Cozart to bolster the mound corps. Wagner was selected in .the first
Freshman Brad King will be round of the supplemental draft by
the new catcher, and Scott Loubier the Milwaukee Brewers at the conwill be taking over the duties in clusion of the 1993 season.
The other casualty was toprightfield.

reliever Jason Schlutt, who went
to the San Diego Padres in the
seventh round.
Coach Bergman has made
it through rough years like these
without skipping a beat. So something tells me that this is just business as usual for the man in ch8:rge
of the UCF baseball program.
The Golden Knights will
have a strong team returning next
year - a team that has hopes of
recapturing the Trans America
Athletic Conference title once
again next season. UCF will have
to bounce back from a tough season to do so. They finished the
season ar29-26, their worst year
since coach Bergman's inaugural
season in 1983.
But for now there are four
former UCF players who have the
oppurtunity to live the dream of
every young college baseball
player.
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Located across from U.C.F.,
next to the UC6 theaters
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We Deliver!
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Saturday and Sunday night
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·oria~i1~Magic':$Ji>erstar 4~ie~:; H~r<ta~v~~~s.tinie

:out durimfthe off•seasordo ~~lpleach SOlllEf cffil~ren

fr0m ihe1.ai<~i8nd Boys .an<J;J~ids·:&lub the finer points of
scoring.at wilt ·ffatdaW3y,.oft~h ·~~ks • with roca1·~Mldren.
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Bennett fires Orlando past Miami
by S~AN DeVANEY
Staff writer

Hooters coach Jimmy Dunn
said after the game, "Right now
~e just don't have the talent to
play with Orlando."
The Predators have been winning on both sides of the ball. The
defense came up with two safeties, one sack and an interception
in the defensive stalwart. They
also continued to fire up the
Jungle's crowd with fierce wallslamming hits.
. The offense had their way most
of the game, racking up 316 yards,
compared with just 129 for the
Hooters. Barry Wagner had two
touchdowns en route to his third
consecutive "Riddell Ironman of
the Game" award.
Billy Owens played well again,
contributing two touchdown receptions. After the game, Bennett
complemented the offensive line
for giving him all the time he
needed, as the Hooters never even
touched the Predator's quarterback. So far this season, the line
has allowed only one sack.
After the game, Coach Perry

The Jungle rocked yet again
Starting off this week. .. UCF
Friday evening. An Arena Footbaseball coach Jay Bergman anball League record 13th consecunounced that he is a candidate for
tive sellout crowd was on hand to
theheadcoachingjobattheUniversee
the Orlando Predators stomp
sity of Florida. Bergman used to
the
Miami
Hooters, 53-21.
coach at Florida, but quit after the
Quarterback
Ben Bennett
1981 season because of differences
made sure the fans were not disapwith members of UF' s administration, who have since left. Bergman
pointed. Bennett had a career day,
was 216-114 while coaching at
throwing for 251 yards and four
Florida. Since taking over at UCF,
touchdowns before he was merciBergman has posted a 451-294-3
fully - for the Hooters, anyway
record in 12 years without a losing
- taken out with two minutes
season.
remaining in the third period.
TheCollege WorldSeriesended
He also set a new Predator
with the tjtle going to Oklahoma.
record
for completions in a game,
Oklahoma blew out Georgia Tech,
completing
24 of 35 passes. All
13-5, despite the heroics of Georgia
this, and he didn't even play in the
Tech' s superstar catcher Jason
fourth quarter. Along the way he
Varitek.
Harry Caray bellowed out a
became the first player in Arena
"Holycow!"heardaroundtheworld
· Football League history to throw
as the Cubs broke their I 0-game
for 200 touchdown passes. As a
slide by beating the Dodgers, 7-4,
matter fact, once the game was
Saturday. Another streak that ended
over, he had collected 20·2.
was Dodgers rookie standout Raul
The Predators are now 4-0 for
Mondesi' s hitting streak of 14
the
first time in their four-year
SOLARES/Future
games. Despitetheendofhisstreak,
history. Over four games they have
he looks to be the front-runner for
Orlando Predators wide receiver Herkie Walls had five
outscOFed
theiropponents I 87-82.
See PREDATORS, Page 15
Rookie ofthe Year. He would be the
receptions for 56 yards in the Predators rout of Miami.
Dodgers' third straight winner.
In Arena footbal1, the Orlando
Predators are the one and only
dominators.They' veimproved their
record to4-0 with yet another blowDavid Mackey.
by ANDREW VARNON
out. The Predators blasted the MiStaff Writer
Kirk Mackey, who came off the
amiHooters, 53-21, lastFridaynight.
bench
in the second half, followed
They were led by quarterbackBen
up on Essafi' s shot to cap off the
Bennett and his four touchdown
Amid the hype of arriving World
victory.
passes. They've yetto break a sweat
Cup teams, the.Orlando Lions served
in a game and appear to be the
Also coming off the bench were
up their home-brewed version of
favorites for the Arena Bowl. What
promising young locals Del Smith
soccer Friday, outclassing the young
the league doesn't know is that the
from DeLand High School, goalFort
Lauderdale Kicks, 5-2.
Predators have secretly replaced
keeper
Quinn
Aziz Essafi
their mountain-grown players with
O'Sullivan, home
scored the Lions'
some of the quality NFL players
for the summer from
fitst three goals of
available due to the salary cap.
Cornell
University
Theroof, the roof, theroofison
the match, giving
and
Frankie
Cipolla
fire, we don't need n~ water let... In - Orlando a comfortfrom
Lyman
High
the latest installment of "How To
able 3-1 lead going
School.
Be A Rich Sports Star And Look
into the half.
WHAT: Orlando
Like A Dork Because Of A Stupid
The victory
Friday's hat trick
Personal Life," Andre Rison arLions vs. the·
evened up the Lions
marked Essafi' s rerived home last Thursday morning
turn to the starting
Moroccan National record at 5-5, and
after a brisk walk to find a cozy fire
there was talk of relineup. He has been
Tearn
in the fireplace, on the walls and
gaining first place in
hampered by a knee
WHERE: Austin
everywhere else. The culprit was
tpe Southeast DiviRison' s out-of-control girlfriend,
injury and - has
Tindall Park,
sion
with a victory
Lisa ''LeftEye"Lopez, ofthe music
missed considerable
Kissimmee
over
the
Lasers.
group TLC.
playing time.
WHEN : 12 :30 p.m.
Essafi,
however,
I In college football, University
"I play with just
was even more exofFloridacoach Steve Spurrier took
my left foot," Essafi
cited about an upcoming friendly
several shots at FSU' s football prosaid after Friday ni_ght's game.
gram during his nationwide speakmatch between the Lions and the
Also returning from an injury is
ing tour. Considering that ~orida
Moroccan National ·team on MonLions mainstay Sheldon Lee. Lee
was the black plague of the 1980s
day.
played only the first half of the game
'With all of its NCAA violations,
A native of Morocco, Essafi has
against the Kicks.
Spurrierisn' texactly in a position to
played with four or five of the memLions coach Marc Dillon took bers on Morocco's World Cup team.
throw around accusations, even
though he wasn't at Florida at that
advantage of his team's early lead
When asked about Morocco's
time.
by substituting liberally in the sec- chances in the tournament, Essafi
Last week, the Orlando Magic ·ond half.
talked about Morocco's team as if
told us how much they appreciated
He rested Lee and started goal- he were a member himself. "We're
all of our support by raising ticket
keeper Warren Russ for the final going to surprise people. In Africa,
prices again. That brings the goug. half in preparation for Saturday's when we play against each other,
ing total to 58 percent over the past
game against the Atlanta Lasers.
we are very physical.Against a techthree seasons. This season's jump
SOLARES/Future
"We
were
superior,"
Russ
said,
nical
team we do much better. In
was 15 percent. Proceeds from the
grateful for the reprieve. He is look- Morocco, we play a technical style
increase wil1 go to help support the
ing forward to an important road with short passes and wait for things
MagicNeed-a-Power-ForwardDonation Fund.
·
game against Atlanta. "We gave up to open up."
And finally, a dose of good
some chances, but we took an early
The Lions come home after The Republic of Ireland National Soccer Team arrived in
news was given to the Magic: they
lead, and that was important."
Saturday's game against the Atlanta Central Florida Monday evening. They'll be practicing at the
were let off the hook in the tamperThe Lions held onto their first- Lasers. Their next home game will Seminole County Sports Complex everyday at 1O a.m. and
ing case with Horace Grant.
half lead, adding a goal from Matt be at 7:45 p.m. on June 18 against mid-afternoon. Their first game is against Mexico at the Citrus
That's all for this week, ktds.
Borgard on a keen-eyed assist from the Cocoa Expos.
Bowl on June 24.

(.

Essafi scores hat trick, leads Uons by Kicks, 5-2
..

\

